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Electroporation has offered important biomedical applications in electrochemotherapy, tissue ablation and

gene editing recently. Time and computation efficient analytical and numerical models should be

developed to understand the differential effects of electroporation on normal and cancer cells. In this

work, we present a hybrid analytical–numerical approach to investigate the behavior of normal and

cancer cells under electroporation. We have compared the human breast cancer cell (MCF-7) and non-

tumorigenic human breast cell (MCF-10A) under electroporation in terms of change in transmembrane

voltage and pore formation on cell surface. The effects of electric pulse time, amplitude and membrane

conductivity variation are analyzed in a systematic manner. To accelerate the calculation of

transmembrane voltage, we have introduced a simple Multilayer Electric Potential Model (MEPM) which

calculates the potential distribution across the cell analytically. The MEPM calculates electric potential

distribution across a biological cell sandwiched between two semi-circular electrodes held at fixed

potential, by solving the Laplace's equation over an equivalent planar, multilayer geometry. The MEPM

model is then used in a Finite Element Method (FEM) based numerical model of electroporation.

Transmembrane voltage and pore density for electroporated MCF-10A are estimated to be 1.31 V and

2.98 � 1013 m�2 respectively, and for MCF-7 the estimated values are 0.53 V and 1.93 � 1014 m�2,

respectively. Our results suggest that under electroporation, the cancer cell's membrane get much more

permeabilized than its counterpart normal cell even at small values of transmembrane voltage. This work

provides a theoretical basis for further experimental exploration of electroporation process in cancer

therapy, and serves as a design tool for performance optimization.
1. Introduction

Electroporation (EP) is a biophysical technique which induces
and expands the nano-meter sized pores (nano-pores) on cell
membrane when the cell is exposed to an external electric
eld.1,2 The nano-pores get resealed aer the removal of external
electric eld, this process is known as reversible electroporation
(REP)3–5 as shown in Fig. 1(b). However, if the electric eld
parameters are well above REP; the nano-pores will not be
resealed aer the removal of electric eld, this process is known
as irreversible electroporation (IRE)6,7 which deforms the cell
permanently leads to cell lysis/death.8,9 The external electric
eld induces change in voltage/potential across the cell
membrane which is termed as induced transmembrane voltage/
potential (ITV).10,11
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The electroporation effect becomes prominent and detect-
able only when the ITV exceeds the critical or threshold
value.12,13 Cell membrane is an excellent barrier to extracellular
molecules in normal physiological conditions although there is
very low resting transmembrane potential and few nano-pores
due to thermal uctuations exists on the membrane surface.14

Aer the induction of transmembrane voltage above critical or
threshold value, the nano-pores increase exponentially in
number and size making cell membrane permeable to extra-
cellular content.12 It is important to accurately determine the
electric potential, ITV and pore density across the cell
membrane for understanding, optimization and efficient elec-
troporation process for different applications and cell types.

The size and pore density induced on cell membrane
determines the degree and efficiency of electroporation. The
size and pore density depends on many parameters but most
important are electric parameters such as the eld strength and
duration.15 Electroporation can be effected by other parameters
such as cell type and different cell properties, temperature, EP
media properties, molecules to be transferred etc.,.1 Higher
values of electric eld strength and duration can be used for
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 1 (a). Schematic illustration of contrast between cancer and normal cell constituents.42 Where the comparison of normal cell and cancer cell
organelles i.e. nucleus, Golgi bodies, microtubules, actin stress fibers, myosin II, and IF (intermediate filaments) etc. has been shown. Besides the
ECM (extra cellular matrix), energy sources ATP/GTP and membrane protein E-cadherin, effect in both normal and tumorigenic cell has been
portrayed. (b). Schematic representation of different stages of reversible electroporation; (i) when no external electric field (E-field) is experi-
enced by biological cell's plasma membrane. Charges inside and outside the cell are freely moving. (ii) Non-permeable stage (NPS), very after
applying external electric field (E-field) charges on both sides of membrane are aligned now; hydrophobic tails start tilting and deforming. (iii)
Primary permeable stage (PPS), Lipid head groups of membrane started moving inside forming hydrophobic pores. (iv) Secondary permeable
stage (SPS), hydrophilic pore formation and movement of charges across the cell through cell membrane. (v) After removal of electric field
membrane retrieve its original intact form in few moments.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019 RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41518–41530 | 41519
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higher permeability, hence higher efficiency but cell viabilities
will decrease as the strength of electric parameters increases.16

There is a tradeoff between electroporation efficiency and cell
viability, however, selection of electric parameters are related to
cell type and application of interest.17–19 There are EP applica-
tions where higher efficiencies and cell viabilities are required
such as gene therapy,20 DNA vaccination, vascular and intraoc-
ular therapy,18 transdermal therapy,21 electro-insertion,22 elec-
tro-encapsulation,23 wound healing,24 stem cell therapy25 etc. In
such applications electric eld strength and duration comple-
ment each other during electroporation process5 and optimi-
zation of electric parameters are required.26,27 There are also
irreversible EP applications6,7,28,29 where cell viabilities of targets
are of no concern or cell death is targeted such as electro-
chemotherapy,30,31 cell/tissue ablation,32 electric cell lysis,9

intracellular content extraction,33 non-thermal food and liquid
preservation and sterilization,34,35 electrical inactivation of
microorganisms36 etc. In such applications, cell selectivity of
electroporation is very important for target cells/tissues and
spare as many healthy or non-target cells/tissues as possible.37,38

Normal and cancer cells have different electrical, physical,
mechanical, biological and chemical properties.39 In cancer
cells, the deciency of lipoproteins in plasma membrane40 and
lack of fatty acids in phospholipid make membrane more
diluted, deformed and alleviated.41 This is why membrane of
cancer cells is much soer, irregular, loose as compare to
normal ones.39 Cancer cells showed low adhesion and less sticky
surfaces than normal cells due to lack of lipoproteins on
membrane surface.41 Cancer cells are found to be much soer
than normal ones due to low surface tension and Young's
modulus; this is why they are more vulnerable to deforma-
tion.41–43 As the membrane of cancer cell become more so and
loose, the cell loses its minerals like calcium, potassium,
magnesium etc., and water become an excessive constituent.44

Cancer cells demonstrated low capacitance and higher
membrane conductance as compare to normal cells.39,45,46

Cancer cells demonstrated greater permittivity, low trans-
membrane potential (ITV) and low impedance than normal
cells.39,47–49

Schwan and Grosse50,51 developed the classical analytical
model of electroporation for singular spherical cell. The model
considered the constant electric eld and derived the Schwan
equation for transmembrane potential. This model was further
extended to general analytical model to analyze temporal
transmembrane potential against time varying electric
elds.10,52 The initial approach treated biological cell as a single
layer, which was further extended to multilayer cell model53

including different layers for inner membrane, cytoplasm, cell
membrane, extracellular medium etc. for more accurate
calculations.

The transmembrane potential can be determined experi-
mentally,54 analytically10,50–53 or numerically.11,15,16,37,55,56 These
analytical models are based on solution of electrostatic equa-
tions in spherical coordinates combined with multiple
boundary conditions.10,50–52 Some analytical models also solved
Laplace equation in other coordinates to determine solutions
for regular cylinders, spheroids, and ellipsoids cell shapes.57–59
41520 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41518–41530
Irregular shaped cells were also analyzed deploying spherical
shaped schwan model50 but discrepancies were found in
achieving transmembrane potential results and waveshape.60

The calculation of potential distribution across the cell surface
through these models appeared to be relatively complicated as
the problem was solved in spherical and other complex coor-
dinates. Few studies have been carried to investigate the
differential effects of electroporation on normal and cancer
cells.38,55,61,62 These studies suggested that electroporation is
selective between normal and cancer cells in term of applied
electric parameters. These studies concluded that trans-
membrane potential and pore density are dependent on applied
electric parameters like eld strength, duration and number of
pulses.38,55,61,62 The time and computation efficient analytical
and numerical models should be developed to understand the
differential effects of electroporation on normal and cancer
cells.

In this work, we present a hybrid analytical-numerical
approach where we calculate induced-transmembrane-voltage
analytically and use this information in a nite-element-
method (FEM) based numerical scheme to calculate the pore
density formation. The analytical ITV calculation is based on
a simple Multilayer Electric Potential Model (MEPM) which
calculates electric potential distribution across a biological cell
sandwiched between two semi-circular electrodes held at xed
potential, by solving the Laplace's equation over an equivalent
planar, multilayer geometry. The electric potential distribution
by MEPM is in good agreement with FEM simulation results on
a spherical cell. The calculated ITV from analytical MEMP is
then utilized in FEM based numerical solver for pore-density
estimation in normal and cancer cell. The differential effects
of electroporation process on normal and cancer cell of same
particular organ (breast in our case), is modelled and induced
transmembrane voltage and pore densities were investigated.
Effect of different parameters like cell membrane conductivity
variation, amplitude of applied electric eld, and time elapsed
effect on electroporation were analyzed. The pore densities of
normal and cancer cell aer electroporation are differ by one
order of magnitude and transmembrane potential of cancer cell
is almost half as compare to normal cell. These results showed
that under electroporation, the cell membrane of cancer cell
become more permeabilized (due to many reasons discussed in
later section) than its counterpart normal cell of same organ;
with given constraints i.e., electrode shape, cell placement, and
pulse parameters.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Multilayer electric potential model for transmembrane
voltage calculation

The non-permeable cell membrane with few nano-meter size
pores prevent the exchange of content into and out of the cell's
cytoplasm through the membrane. For EP, cell in electrolyte is
placed between electrodes to apply external electric eld. The
nano-pores on the membrane of electroporated cells increases
many folds aer application of electric eld; open then chan-
nels for exchange of contents between extracellular medium
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 2 Schematic of MEPM and FEM models with analysis. (a) This is a schematic for circular and its planar equivalent model of potential
distribution across cell under certain conditions (i.e., for the validation of this model (1) we have to make the length of each electrode same. (2)
We have to make the surfaces uniform. The uniform surfaces ensure uniform electric field which produce same potential distribution for planar
model as circular model. Y¼ d represents the position of upper electrode (electrode of higher potential). Y¼ q represents the position of ground
electrode.Whenwe join region 2 to 4 and 3 to 5 circularly, they form cell membrane and cell exterior (cell medium) respectively, which gives s3¼
s5 and s2 ¼ s4. (b) FEM software results represent numerical model of general spherical biological cell encompassed by circular electrodes. (c)
This is the comparison of electric potential distribution results of presented analytical model (MEPM) for biological cell under conditions and FEM
model of general biological cell.
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and cytoplasm.19 As single cell analysis give more insight into
electrophysical phenomena;63 we considered spherical cell in
electrolyte sandwiched between two semi-circular electrodes.
The circular electrodes are considered inmodelling due to more
homogeneous exposure of electric eld on cell membrane as
compare to planar electrodes.64

The proposed multilayer analytical model is composed of
three layers (electrolyte, cell membrane and cytoplasm) with
different conductivities and permittivities. The proposedMEPM
can be improved further by modelling cell organelles by
increasing number of layers in model. The proposed model is
not restricted to calculate potential distribution of biological
cell and can be used in many other applications like potential
distribution of multilayer capacitor, potential distribution of
multilayer cable etc.Mostly the analytical modelling of potential
distribution across cell is done in spherical coordinate system
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
which resulted in complex solution.52,63 We derived simple
analytical expressions for equivalent planar multilayer geometry
instead of spherical geometry (Fig. 2(a)).

We derived analytical expressions for electrostatic potential
distribution by solving the Laplace's equation over an equiva-
lent planar multilayer geometry by solving the problem in
Cartesian plane. The potential distribution for both planar and
spherical geometries is made identical by applying two general
conditions. The rst condition is that the length of electrodes in
each geometry should be same because by using different
lengths we must solve it again in spherical domain or with
conformal mapping which will make analytics more complex.
The second condition is that we have to make the surfaces
uniform as the uniform surfaces ensure uniform electric eld
which produce same potential distribution for planar model as
in circular model65[ESI Fig. 1†]. If the above two conditions are
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41518–41530 | 41521



Table 1 Values of constants and coefficients used in cancer's early detection model & in electroporation analysis

References Parameters Description Values

67 sn Conductivity of interior cell for MCF-10A 0.3 S m�1

67 sc Conductivity of interior cell for MCF-7 0.23 S m�1

11 se Conductivity of exterior cell medium 0.14 S m�1

30 Dielectric permittivity of free space 8.85 � 10�12 As/Vm
67, 68 3r,ni Permittivity of interior cell for MCF-10A 80
68, 69 3r,ci Permittivity of interior cell for MCF-7 78.69

3r,e Permittivity of exterior cell medium 80
15 No Equilibrium pore density 1.5 � 109 m�2

15 a Creation rate coefficient 1 � 109 m�2 s�1

11 VEP Characteristic voltage of electroporation 170 mV
15 q Pore creation rate 2.46
11, 39, 70 hn Ratio of membrane conductivity to thickness for MCF-10A 100 S m�2

46 hc Ratio of membrane conductivity to thickness for MCF-7 243 S m�2
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not satised; the shape of electrode and potential applied will
be non-symmetrical. In this case, the problem can be solved by
the generic expression reported using conformal mapping.66

The model is solved by using Laplace equation; an extended
form of Poisson equation which can be derived from Gauss's
law. With the help of Gauss's law eqn (1), we obtain Poisson
equation eqn (2). For source free region, the Passion's equation
reduces to Laplace equation eqn (3).

V$D ¼ rn (1)

V2V ¼ v2V

vx2
þ v2V

vy2
þ v2V

vz2
¼ �r

s
(2)

V2V ¼ v2V

vx2
þ v2V

vy2
þ v2V

vz2
¼ 0 (3)

In order to nd the potential at ve different regions as you
shown in Fig. 2(a). By integrating eqn (3), twice, for all ve
regions we get
A ¼ Vo � VG�
s1

s2

a þ s1

s3

p� s1

s3

q � s1

s2

p � s1

s3

c þ s1

s3

d þ s1

s2

c � s1

s2

bþ b � a

� (5a)
V1 ¼ Ax + B (4a)

V2 ¼ Cx + D (4b)

V3 ¼ Fx + G (4c)

V4 ¼ Hx + J (4d)

V5 ¼ Mx + N (4e)

where V1 through V5 represent potential in respective regions
Fig. 2(a) and the conductivity of different regions is represented
41522 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41518–41530
with s1 through s5. The corresponding electric eld intensities
of each region are represented by E1 through E5. The Fig. 2(a)
shows a planar equivalent model of spherical biological cell.
When we join region 2 to 4 and 3 to 5 circularly, they will form
cell membrane and electrolyte respectively, which means in
these regions the conductivity is same i.e., s3 ¼ s5 and s2 ¼ s4.
By solving eqn (4a), through (4e) under following electrostatic
boundary conditions:

V5(q) ¼ VG, V3(d) ¼ VO(d), V1(b) ¼ V2(b),

V2(c) ¼ V3(c), V1(a) ¼ V4(a), V4(p) ¼ V5(p),

s1E1(b) ¼ s2E2(b), s1E1(a) ¼ s2E4(a),

s2E2(c) ¼ s3E3(c), s2E4(p) ¼ s3E5(p),

All the unknowns can be found as follows:
B ¼ A

�
s1

s3

c� s1

s3

d � s1

s2

c � bþ s1

s2

b

�
þ Vo (5b)

C ¼ s1

s2

A (5c)

D ¼ A

�
s1

s3

c� s1

s3

d � s1

s2

c

�
þ Vo (5d)

F ¼ s1

s3

A (5e)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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G ¼ Vo � s1

s3

A d (5f)

H ¼ s1

s2

A (5g)

J ¼ A

�
s1

s3

p� s1

s3

q� s1

s2

p

�
þ VG (5h)

M ¼ s1

s3

A (5i)

N ¼ VG � s1

s3

A q (5j)

The eqn (4a) through (4e) along with eqn (5a) though (5j),
provides a complete analytical multilayer electric potential
model (MEPM) which can be used to calculate the electric
potential distribution of a spherical biological cell sandwiched
in semi-circular electrodes with very simple and accurate
analytics. Details of analytical modeling can be found in
Appendix A of ESI document.†

2.1.1. Cell parameters determination. Electroporation of
cell depends on properties of cell i.e., geometry, conductivity,
permittivity, external medium, and applied electric eld.
Different type of cells has different electrical, physical, and
geometric properties. In this paper, we will use breast normal
and cancer cell parameters with spherical geometry for the
modelling and simulation as the scope of paper is to develop
a simple model to determine electric eld distribution across
cell and to analyze the contradistinctions of cancer and normal
cells of particular organ under electroporation. The parameters
used in themodelling and simulations in this paper are listed in
Table 1.

2.1.2. Numerical model of biological cell. As the cell
membrane thickness is negligible as compare to cell size, it is
very difficult to include such thin cell membrane into the
numerical model. One approach is to use adaptive mesh or
assign higher specic conductivity to membrane, but this will
result in either exaggerated membrane thickness by few folds or
an error which is difficult to estimate.

In order to model cell membrane, the cell membrane is
substituted by a surface and a boundary condition is assigned to
this surface which is as follows:11

JðtÞ ¼ sm0ðjo � jiÞ
h

þ 303m

h

vðji � joÞ
vt

(6)

where j represents the current density, h is the thickness of
membrane, 30 is the dielectric permittivity of free space, 3m is
the relative membrane permittivity, sm0 is the non-porated
membrane conductivity, ji is potential inside the cell
membrane surface while jo is potential outside the cell
membrane surface. The current through the cell membrane is
sum of conductive and capacitive components as shown in eqn
(6). By adopting this approach of replacing membrane with
a surface to build model, we have avoided generation of very
small nite elements adjacent to cell membrane. The current
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
ows orthogonal to membrane surface as the specic conduc-
tivity of extracellular medium is higher by few order of magni-
tude as compare to membrane conductivity.11 Although the cell
membrane is replaced by surface, the boundary condition made
sure that the electric potential drop at the surface is equivalent
to the induced transmembrane potential on the membrane
with sm0 and h.
2.2. Numerical model setup

In order to validate our MEPM analytical model, we determined
the electric potential across cell in electrolyte between two semi-
circular electrodes by using nite element method (FEM). For
the comparison, the electric potential for normal human breast
cells MCF-10A was determined using MEPM and FEM. The
numerical simulations were performed in commercially avail-
able FEM package using the physics of electric current in time
dependent domain. Different conductivities were assigned to
cell interior (cytoplasm) and cell exterior (electrolyte) as given in
Table 1. Fixed electric potential was assigned to electrodes; top
electrode was assigned 1 V while the bottom electrode was set to
ground. In order to compute electric potential interior and
exterior of the cell, the following Poisson equation was solved:11

�VðsVjÞ � 303rV

�
v

vt
ðVjÞ

�
¼ 0 (7)

where j is electric potential, s is the conductivity, 3r is relative
permittivity, and 30 is the dielectric permittivity of free space.
2.3. Comparison of MEPM with its FEM equivalent model

MEPM analytical model can be used to determine electric
potential distribution across spherical cell suspended in elec-
trolyte in time efficient manner as compare to FEM simulations.
The proposed analytical model (MEPM) can compute potential
distribution in few seconds with any math simulator as we
perform it in MATLAB R2017a, MathWorks®. In comparison,
a good FEM simulator usually takes few tens of minutes to
simulate potential distribution with high storage requirement.
As the structure complexity, size and number of cells increases,
the time and storage requirements by FEM simulator also
increases. By using MEPM this can be achieved by varying
conductivities and lengths or distances between layers in the
model. We can compute potential distribution for any type of
cell with different sizes with same time and resource
requirement.

This MEPM analytical model can be used for modelling of
different aspects of electrophysical biological processes which
involve potential distribution determination. Transmembrane
potential across cell membrane is required for computation of
electroporation (EP) process and it can be determined from our
model as the ITV is the difference between electric potential
inside and outside of the cell membrane. Potential points in
curve between cell medium and cell interior can give us trans-
membrane potential (ITV) Fig. 2(c). This model has been vali-
dated by simulating spherical cell in electrolyte between semi-
circular electrode in a nite element method (FEM) for poten-
tial distribution Fig. 2(b). A negligible difference of potential is
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41518–41530 | 41523
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observed when we compared potential distribution determined
by MEPM and its equivalent spherical FEM model as shown in
Fig. 2(c).
2.4. Electroporation of cancer and normal cells – a hybrid
analytical-numerical approach

When a biological cell is exposed to external electric eld,
transient hydrophilic pores are produced in lipid bilayer of the
membrane. The density and size of pores depend on amplitude,
duration and other parameters of applied electric eld, the
density and pore size normally increase by increasing intensity
of applied electric eld.19,71 Cancer cell membrane is more
irregular, so and loose than normal cells due to lack of fatty
acids in phospholipid and lipoproteins in plasma
membrane.40,41 Cancer cells are decient in minerals and ions
as these minerals and ions diffused out of the permeable
membrane which is non-permeable and more rigid in normal
cells.42,44,72 Due to altered cell membrane composition, cancer
cells have low surface tension, low Young's modulus and less
adhesion; cancer cells deformed more as compare to normal
cells.41,42,43,73 Due to different biological, chemical and physical
properties of cancer cells, their electrical properties are also
different from normal cells. Cancer cell have overall low
capacitance,45 higher membrane conductance,46 high permit-
tivity, low transmembrane potential (ITV) and low impedance
than normal cells.39,47–49 As electroporation is electrophysical
phenomena, it can be used to discriminate cancer and normal
cells due to their different physical and electrical properties.

2.4.1. Electroporation process. Electroporation process is
generally divided in three stages that are non-permeable stage
(NPS), primary-permeable stage (PPS) and secondary-permeable
stage (SPS).74,75 During NSP stage, the applied electric eld is
below critical value, the hydrophobic tails of lipid bilayer
membrane become tilted or starts to deform. At this stage, no
mobilization across the membrane establishes. During PPS
stage, hydrophobic pores forms and cell membrane become
permeable under the inuence of electric eld above critical
value. During SPS stage, hydrophobic pores transforms into
hydrophilic pores and the cell membrane become more perme-
able and the conductivity of the cell membrane increases11,74,76

Fig. 1(b). If we further increase the intensity of the electric eld,
the pores will not be resealed aer the removal of electric eld,
causes the permanent cell deformation or cell burst/cell lysis.77

2.4.2. Electroporation model. Pores size and density
increase exponentially when intensity of applied electric eld is
above its critical value.75 The new conducting pathways are
formed in the form of pores which result in inclusion of extra
term in transmembrane current density J in eqn (6). The eqn (6)
can be modied as:11

JðtÞ ¼ sm0ðjo � jiÞ
h

þ 303m

h

vðji � joÞ
vt

þ JEPðtÞ (8)

JEP can be written in the simplest form as JEP(t) ¼ iEP(t) + N(t)
where iEP is the current through the single pore15 and N is the
pore density given by following differential equation:15,78
41524 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41518–41530
dNðtÞ
dt

¼ a eðDjðtÞ=VEPÞ2
�
1� NðtÞ

No

e�qðDjðtÞ=VEPÞ2
�

(9)

where a is creation rate coefficient, No is equilibrium pore
density, VEP is characteristic voltage of electroporation (EP) and
q is pore creation rate and Dj is induced transmembrane
voltages given by eqn (10). The values of constants for eqn (9) is
given in Table 1. The realistic range of a (0.9 � 109 m�2 s�1 to 2
� 109 m�2 s�1 (ref. 15)) did not affect the simulation results
signicantly, so we set the value of a to 1 � 109 m�2 s�1. The
pore conductivity (inside pore) and its radius were assumed
constant in order to simulate eqn (9).11 Complete details
regarding derivation of eqn. (8) and (9) and selection of different
constants values can be found in15,78, and.11

The induced transmembrane potential was calculated as the
difference between electric potential inside and outside the
boundary surface as follows:

Dj ¼ Dji(t) � Djo(t) (10)

where ji is potential inside the cell and jo is potential outside
the cell. All the parameters used in numerical simulations are
provided in Table 1.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Factors effecting electroporation

3.1.1. Effect of membrane conductance. Membrane
conductivity of a normal cell ranges between 10�6–10�7 S m�1

(ref. 11, 79) depending upon cell membrane properties. Appli-
cation of electric eld on cell causes stress on cell surface [ESI
Fig. 2 and 3†], which results in membrane conductivity incre-
ment that ultimately leads to pore formation.11 Membrane
deformation of cancer cell affects its conductivity and adhe-
siveness.39,41 We simulated a normal breast cell MCF-10A model
at different membrane conductivities starting from nonrealistic
(10�3 S m�1) to realistic cell membrane conductivities (in this
case 10�6 S m�1) and witnessed the effect of membrane
conductivity on the pore formation and electric potential
distributions on cell surface as shown in Fig. 3(a and b). We
performed this simulation at low voltage to make sure that pore
formation and electric potential distributions varies only due to
the membrane conductivity and not by the electroporation
itself. At such low voltage for realistic cell membrane conduc-
tivity (of the order of 10�6 S m�1), the pore density is almost
identical to equilibrium pore density as shown in Fig. 3(c and
d). Details are in [ESI Fig. 4†].

When the conductivity is very high (of the order of 10�3 S
m�1), we can see the total passage of potential through the cell
[ESI Fig. 4†]. The resultant pore density is high as the
membrane shows very low resistance or dielectric barrier which
can be seen clearly in 1-D electric potential plot across the
membrane region Fig. 3(b). As the membrane conductivity
decreases and approaches realistic cell membrane conductivity,
its show high dielectric barrier as shown in Fig. 3(b). Cancer cell
loses its minerals like calcium, potassium, magnesium etc.;
water become an excessive constituent44 and cancer cell
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 3 Representing the trend of pore densities and electric potential with variation in the cell membrane conductivity. (a) Pore density variation
w.r.t to cell membrane conductivities ranges from non-realistic 10�3 S m�1 to realistic 10�6 S m�1. (b) Electric potential distribution across cell
surface at different cell membrane conductivities. (c) Electric potential contour plot at realistic cell membrane conductivity i.e., 10�6 S m�1. (d)
Surface plot for pore density at realistic cell membrane conductivity.

Fig. 4 Represents effect of electric field applied and time of applied pulse on electroporation or pore densities. (a) Shows variation of elec-
troporation (EP) or pore densities with the increasing effect of applied electric field (EF) ranges up to 70 kV cm�1 (increment in EF cause increase
in ITV which leads to EP or pore formation and once pores are form, ITV gradually decreases as pore density increases). (b) Represents if we
increase the time of applied pulse 100 V here, pore density on cell surface increases up to a saturation level which is in this result is 50 ms.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019 RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41518–41530 | 41525
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Fig. 5 Represent the pore densities of breast cancer cell MCF-7 and breast normal cell MCF-10A. (a) Surface plot of pore densities of breast
cancer cell MCF-7. (b) Surface plot of pore densities of breast normal cell MCF-10A. (c) Comparison of 1-D plot of pore densities of breast cancer
and normal cells.
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membrane is more so and more permeable as compare to
normal cell membrane. Due to altered membrane composition,
cancer cells have higher membrane conductance as compare to
normal cell.46 These simulations clearly indicate that even at
applied electric eld lower than critical electric eld required
for EP, if the membrane conductivity is higher then pores form
will also be higher, which validates our next part of numerical
experiments i.e., pore density of cancer cells will be higher as
compare to normal cells and even more higher aer EP.

3.1.2. Effect of electric eld. A test electric potential range
is utilized to check its effect on electroporation (EP) from 5 V to
400 V or respective electric eld (EF) almost 0 kV cm�1 to 70
kV cm�1 Fig. 4(a). Detail plots at all potential ranges are in [ESI
Fig. 5†]. As you can see in Fig. 4(a), the 1-D plot that there is
a nonlinear increase in the pore densities if you increase EF very
high above the critical value as pore density is the function of
ITV and ITV is the function of EF. This is because when we
increase the EF, conductivity of the membrane increases11,80

which cause transmembrane potential (ITV) to decrease11,81 that
leads to more pore formation. Induced transmembrane voltage
(ITV) decrement is also analyzed as the no. of pore increases due
to the increase in applied E-eld showed in [ESI Fig. 6†]. Electric
eld in actual numerical experimentation of normal and cancer
cell, 16 kV cm�1 is used.
41526 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41518–41530
3.1.3. Effect of applied pulse time. If the time of applied
pulse is increased, no. of pores on cell surface increases up to
a saturated level Fig. 4(b). Aer that there will be no increment
in pore formation on cell surface until we increase the
amplitude/intensity of E-Field applied which may lead to cell
lysis or irreversible cell deformation then. A numerical analysis
on cell electroporation (EP) vs time of applied pulse up to 200
ms is performed on breast cancer cell MCF-7, detailed plots at
every time set can be found in ESI les [ESI Fig. 7†]. Results
showed that no. of pores or pore density increased up to 50 ms
and aer that it became constant Fig. 4(b). On the basis of these
results all simulations were performed for minimum 50 ms to
get stabilized and constant results.

The numerical model of electroporation (EP), by above
mention equations, will lead us toward diversied multi-
applications, one of them is understanding of why cancer cell
behaves differently under electro-chemotherapy and calcium
electroporation. By solving induced transmembrane voltage
(ITV) and pore densities for cancer and normal cell pair with
constant constraints; one can differentiate cancer and normal
cell of particular organ clearly. Cancer cell shows more pore on
its surface when undergo electroporation (EP) than normal cell
and has less transmembrane voltages (ITV) than normal cell.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 6 In above figure, Induced Transmembrane Voltage (ITV) of breast cancer cell (MCF-7) and breast normal cell (MCF-10A) are analyzed. (a)
Surface plot of ITV of breast cancer cell MCF-7. (b) Surface plot of ITV of breast normal cell MCF-10A. (c) Comparison with 1-D plots of ITV of
breast cancer and normal cells.
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3.2. Pore densities & ITV of cancer and normal cell and
comparison

It is observed as well as predicted in previous studies41,42,82 that
cancer cells have discrete and more divergent biological,
chemical, physical, electrical etc. properties than normal cells.
But their effect is not truly utilized in biomedical engineering
for cancer treatment.

So, two numerical experiments were performed with cancer
and normal cell of same organ, breast in our case, to examine
the clear contrast of their behavior under electroporation. As
well as the normal and cancer cell counterparts (or both of same
organ) were modeled for excellent scrutinizing and phenotyp-
ing. We made numerical model of normal breast cell MCF-10A
and its cancerous counterpart MCF-7 which is a malignant
breast carcinoma cell. Then we perform numerical electro-
poration (EP) experiment on them to observe the tendencies of
pore densities and transmembrane potential (ITV). As you can
see the Fig. 5, which show pore densities results of MCF-10A
both 1-D and surface plots which portrays pore 1013 of the
range per m sq. and for cancer cell is its observed at a range of
1014 per m sq.

Transmembrane potential (ITV) of cell is not same
throughout the cell surface. Its shows maximum value where
the EF intensity is high otherwise it tends to zero. Trans-
membrane potential (ITV) of normal breast cell MCF-10A Fig. 6,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
was in a range around 1.4 V but for cancerous breast cell MCF-7,
it is more than 0.52 V. Combined plots of both ndings are also
attached for clear comparison.
3.3. Discussion

Cancer and normal cell contradistinctions as elaborated in
previous works are categorized here in detail.

3.3.1. Electrical. Cancer cell have overall low capacitance45

and higher membrane conductance than normal cell.46 Cancer
cells demonstrated greater permittivity, low transmembrane
potential (ITV) and low impedance than normal cells.39,47–49

3.3.2. Physical and mechanical. Cancer cells have less
adhesion or less sticky surfaces than normal cell due to lack of
lipoproteins onmembrane surface.41 Due to low surface tension
and low Young's modulus, cancer cells are more vulnerable to
deformation. Due to low Young's modulus, cancer cells are
much soer than normal ones and keep on changing their
shape.41–43,73 Plasma membrane become soer in cancer cells72

and because of that cell loses its rigidity.42

3.3.3. Biological and chemical. In cancer cells, the de-
ciency of lipoproteins e.g. E-cadherin, in plasma membrane40

and lack of fatty acids in phospholipid make membrane more
diluted, deformed and alleviated41 as compare to normal cells.
Permeability increases in cancer cells due to change in
composition of phospholipids. The abnormal extracellular
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41518–41530 | 41527
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matrix (ECM) and intermediate laments in cancer cell add
direct stiffness to cell. The imbalance heat source ATP or GTP
are also assumed to add stiffness indirectly in cancer cell.
Consequently, deformed cell structure, relatively so
morphology and loose membrane results in carcinogenesis83,84

as shown in Fig. 1(a),.42 Membrane of cancer cell become so
and more permeable as the cell loses its minerals like calcium,
potassium, magnesium etc.; water and sodium become an
excessive constituent.44

The above discussed behavior of cancer cell and healthy cell
can lead us to clear and better understanding that why cancer
cells behave differently under biological manipulations. Due to
the differences of cell level statistics practitioner can make
accurate predictions about disease proliferation and treatment
method. Because cancer cells tend to show high pore densities
and low transmembrane voltages due to many reasons of
changed cell morphology discussed above with detail like high
permittivity, low transmembrane voltages and low impedance
etc. And high permittivity is an ability to resist the formation of
electric potential. These are the perspicuous differences in the
electrical properties of cancer cell which ultimately leads to
more pore formation when the cancer cell comes under the
inuence of external EF; and less transmembrane voltages (ITV)
as well. And due to decrement in the eld gradient the free
energy barrier decreases for pore formation.76,85 All these
differences are because of some facts that are; cancer cells are
much soer than the normal cells,42 when come under the
inuence of external force like EF etc. and undergo electro-
poration, this become one of the reason of more pore forma-
tion. Cancer cell's surface tension is much less than that of
normal one and the water content is high. As discussed above
that water is the primary source in the formation of pores on cell
surface. Higher the water level, higher will be the tendency of
pore formation and low transmembrane voltage (ITV) due to
lack of ions formed by minerals86 and that become a cause
which make them much more loose and less sticky which
ultimately make them more prone to lose transmembrane
potential (ITV) and high pore formation.

In the view of above discussions and these numerical
experiments, the results obtained lead us to much better
understanding of cancer cell morphology change under bio-
logical manipulation. Such results for cancer and normal cells
of same organs are not yet reported with the technique of
reversible electroporation (REP) for the analysis and investiga-
tion of heterogeneities. Some discrepancies observed those are,
the difference of pore densities of cancer cell and normal cell
should be a bit higher than that of reported and the trans-
membrane voltages (ITV) in case of cancer cell should be in the
middle of 0.5 V and 1 V. Our results are pretty much close to this
but not exactly match that is because of modeling limitations,
that we did not model cell interior; like mitochondria, Golgi
bodies, their membranes etc. This can be improved with much
more detail modeling and we can get very interesting result by
practically experimenting it as cheapest 3D Nano-spike elec-
troporation device (NSP-EP) has been reported by us.16 So
expensive equipment is no longer a big deal now.
41528 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 41518–41530
4. Conclusion

A novel multilayer electric potential model (MEPM) of biological
cell under electrodes boundary has been introduced which is
primitive part of electroporation. The advantage of our model is
that it is a simplistic model and applicable under both spherical
and planar domain considering two conditions as discussed.
The analytical MEMP model has been validated against poten-
tial distribution of numerical model of cell and the results were
in good agreement. MEMP has been introduced to get an easy
and exible way to nd potential distribution across the cell in
short time instead of long-awaited FEM simulations. Electro-
poration of biological cell was explained in detail with the
analysis of the factors by whom it inuenced which includes;
time of applied pulses, membrane conductivity variations and
the amplitude of applied eld. First time ever the electro-
poration of cancer and normal cell pair of same organ, breast
cancer cell (MCF-7) and breast normal cell (MCF-10A), was
numerically modeled to investigate the how and why cancer cell
behave differently under biological manipulation. The results
depicted that cancer cell get ten times more pores on its surface
and less than half transmembrane potential than its normal
counterpart. This assured that under biological manipulation
cancer cell behaves as divergent unlike healthy cell. Indeed, it is
a cheaper and much accurate way to analyze behavioral
dissimilarities under the inuence of electrical stimulus
because it deals with cell level dissimilarities to examine fatal
disease like cancer here. For future research, this method can
be improved by introducing analytical model of pore formation
and then testing electroporation model against practical
experiment results using same organ's normal and malignant
cells as we did numerically in this research, for correct under-
standings of cell abnormalities.
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